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SUPPORTING THE YOUTH AND ARTS OF COLUMBIA
Missouri Contemporary Ballet to perform at Miss Columbia Scholarship Program

Columbia, Mo.—Missouri Contemporary Ballet will add to the diverse entertainment 
during the Miss Columbia Scholarship Program with their performance on Feb. 14, 2009 
at the Missouri Theatre Center for the Arts.

“MCB brings a standard of excitement in performance,” said Sean France, MCB 
associate artistic director and co-director for the Miss Columbia Scholarship Program. 
“We wanted to bring that modern professionalism into the scholarship program.” 

The Final Hour, a two-section performance, tells a story of an undercover agent that is 
given the task of transporting a package from the pick-up point to its final destination. 
The performance makes known the names of the top five contestants as the contents of 
the top-secret package are disclosed.  

Noelle Lelakus, MCB dancer, described the experience as positive and influential. “It’s 
great to be involved with an organization based on supporting strong and intellectual 
women.”

MCB intends to contribute by adding a contemporary feel to the Miss Columbia program 
while continuing to build awareness in the community. 

“Anytime we can support the arts and the community is a great opportunity for MCB to 
be recognized,” said Karen Mareck Grundy, MCB artistic executive director. “It’s 
important to continue to broaden our audience base.” 
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MISSOURI CONTEMPORARY BALLET—ADD ONE

The Missouri Contemporary Ballet was founded in August 2006. The not-for-profit 
company is comprised of classically trained dancers who have mastered a variety of 
performing techniques including ballet en pointe, modern, lyrical and the styles of 
Broadway and Vegas. Yet, all dancers are solidly rooted in ballet traditions. Recently, the 
company moved from Mexico, Mo. to downtown Columbia, Mo. The company is 
currently the only ballet company in the mid-Missouri area.

The Miss Columbia Scholarship Program will take place at the Missouri Theatre Center 
for the Arts on Feb. 14, 2009 beginning at 7:00 p.m. Tickets may be purchased for $12 at 
the Missouri Theatre Center for the Arts box office or online at 
www.motheatre.org/tickets. More information can be accessed at 
www.misscolumbiamissouri.org. 
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